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Abstract. Requirements engineering is one of the most critical phases
in software development. Requirements verbalize decision alternatives
that are negotiated by stakeholders. In this paper we present the re-
sults of an empirical analysis of the effects of applying group recom-
mendation technologies to requirements negotiation. This analysis has
been conducted within the scope of software development projects at
our university where development teams were supported with group rec-
ommendation technologies when deciding which requirements should be
implemented. A major result of the study is that group recommenda-
tion technologies can improve the perceived usability (in certain cases)
and the perceived quality of decision support. Furthermore, it is not rec-
ommended to disclose preferences of individual group members at the
beginning of a decision process – this could lead to an insufficient ex-
change of decision-relevant information.

Keywords: Group Recommender Systems, Requirements Engineering.

1 Introduction

Requirements engineering is considered as one of the most critical phases in
software projects [1] and poorly implemented requirements engineering is a major
risk for the failure of a project [2]. Requirements themselves are a verbalization
of decision alternatives regarding the functionality and quality of the software
[3]. Related individual as well as group decisions are extremely difficult due to
the increasing size of requirement models as well as contradicting preferences of
stakeholders [4, 5].

In this paper we analyze the impact of applying group recommendation tech-
nologies [6, 7] to improve the quality of decision processes in the context of
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requirements negotiation which is the process of resolving existing conflicts be-
tween requirements and deciding which requirements should be implemented.
Functionalities often provided by group recommenders are the visualization of
the preferences of other group members, recommendations for individual and
group decisions, and recommendations for conflict resolutions in the case of in-
consistent stakeholder preferences [6, 7]. Our motivation for applying group rec-
ommendation technologies is to improve the usability and the quality of decision
support in requirements engineering environments (especially in the context of
requirements negotiation).

Note that decision models based on rational thinking [8] are not applicable in
most requirements negotiation scenarios since stakeholders do not exactly know
their preferences beforehand [4, 9]. Furthermore, preferences are not stable but
rather change over time which is an important aspect to be taken into account by
requirements negotiation environments [4, 9]. The group recommendation tech-
nologies discussed in this paper are based on incremental preference elicitation
[10] and thus are key technologies for preference construction [11].

For the purpose of supporting preference construction in requirements nego-
tiation we have developed the IntelliReq decision support environment. In
our scenario, student teams are allowed to configure the set of requirements
that should be implemented in their software project. Note that our goal was
to develop recommendation technologies which can be flexibly exploited in re-
quirements negotiation; it is not our intention to replace existing requirements
negotiation approaches (see, e.g., [12]) but to provide useful extensions.

The contribution of this paper is the demonstration of the applicability of
group recommendation technologies in requirements negotiation. We show that
group recommendation technologies can improve the perceived usability (in cer-
tain cases) and quality of decision support.

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. In Section 2 we intro-
duce the IntelliReq environment which supports group decision processes for
requirements negotiation. In Section 3 we present our hypotheses defined for the
empirical evaluation of IntelliReq and discuss the corresponding study results.
In Section 4 we discuss related work. The paper is concluded with Section 5.

2 IntelliReq Environment

2.1 Application Scenario

IntelliReq is a group decision environment that supports computer science
students at the Graz University of Technology in deciding on which requirements
should be implemented within the scope of their software projects. Typically, a
project team consists of 6–8 students who implement a software system with an
average effort of about 8 man months. At the beginning of a project, students
have to evaluate a set of requirements which have been defined by the course
instructors and to figure out which requirements they will implement within
the scope of their project (requirements negotiation phase). For example, the
task could be the implementation of a tourist recommender application – the
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Table 1. Example decisions to be taken by the project teams – taken decisions are
interpreted as agreement between the project team and the course instructors. The
fulfillment of the selected requirements is an evaluation criteria.

ID Question Decision Alternatives

1 which application domain? 20 destinations in Austria; world-wide

2 persistence management? relational databases; XML; Java objects

3 which type of user interface? text-based; Java Swing; Web application

4 recommendation algorithms? knowledge-based; collaborative & content-based

5 evaluation by whom? students of own university; other univ.; instructors

6 type of user manual? HTML-based; .pdf based

7 type of acceptance procedure? live-demo; slide presentation with screenshots

corresponding decision alternatives are depicted in Table 1. We will use this
simple set of decision alternatives as a working example throughout the paper.

2.2 User Interface and Functionalities

Example screenshots of the IntelliReq user interface are depicted in Figures
1–3. With the goal of supporting the achievement of a common group deci-
sion, the IntelliReq user interface supports the following functionalities (the
IntelliReq entry page is shown in Figure 1):

– Each stakeholder is enabled to define, adapt, and store his/her preferences
(add/change personal preferences).

– Each stakeholder can comment on and discuss already defined preferences
of other users (show and comment on preferences of group members).

– Each group can view and discuss recommendations for group decisions de-
termined on the basis of already defined user preferences (show group rec-
ommendation).

– Define and store a group decision; this can only be done by the project
manager (edit current group decision).

– Each IntelliReq user can evaluate the application (evaluate IntelliReq);
this user feedback has been analyzed within the scope of an empirical study.

3 Empirical Study

In order to evaluate the provided IntelliReq functionalities, we conducted an
empirical study within the scope of the course Object-oriented Analysis & Design
organized at the Graz University of Technology. The major focus of this study
was to analyze the impact of group decision technologies on the dimensions
usability of the system and quality of decision support.
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Fig. 1. Activities supported by the IntelliReq user interface. Each group member can
define and adapt his/her own preferences. These preferences can be seen and discussed
by other group members. On the basis of articulated user preferences and a system-
determined group recommendation, the team (represented by the project manager)
can define and store the team (group) decision. Team decisions can be reviewed and
adapted later on (until the submission deadline for team decisions has passed).

Fig. 2. IntelliReq preference specification: each group member articulates his/her
own preferences and – during this process – has insights into the preferences of other
group members
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Fig. 3. IntelliReq group recommendation

3.1 Study Design

For the purpose of the empirical study we provided the IntelliReq environment
in four versions. In order to analyze our hypotheses, we decided to implement a
2x2 study with the variation points group recommendations available (yes/no)
and preferences of other users visible (yes/no) – these versions are shown in Ta-
ble 2. Both, group recommendations and preference visibility, are key function-
alities provided by state of the art group recommendation environments [6, 7].
On the basis of this empirical study we wanted to investigate to which extent
these functionalities are applicable within the scope of requirements negotiation.

Table 2. The four used IntelliReq versions. Variation points: group recommendation
supported (yes/no) and preferences of other team members are visible (yes/no).

with recommendation without recommendation

preference view version 1 version 3

no preference view version 2 version 4

N=293 participants (computer science students at the Graz University of
Technology, 23.1% female and 76.9% male) selected their preferred requirements
using the IntelliReq environment. The participants were randomly assigned to
one of 56 different groups (the development teams) and defined (stored) 3733 in-
dividual preferences and 101 group decisions. For each development team the last
stored group decision was interpreted as the final decision; after the published
deadline no further adaptations of the taken decisions were possible. After a user
had successfully articulated his/her requirements, he/she had the possibility to
give feedback on the usability and the decision support quality of IntelliReq
(evaluate IntelliReq link in Figure 1) on a 10-point Likert scale.
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3.2 Study Hypotheses

The empirical study is based on hypotheses derived from existing research in
the areas of requirements engineering [4, 12, 13], group recommender systems
[6, 7, 14], and decision & social psychology [9, 15, 16, 17]. The corresponding list
of hypotheses is shown in Table 3.

Table 3. Hypotheses (H) for evaluating the IntelliReq decision support environment

H description

H1 group recommendations improve the perceived system usability

H2 group recommendations improve the perceived quality of decision support

H3 group recommendations trigger more discussions

H4 preference visibility for all deteriorates the perceived usability

H5 preference visibility for all deteriorates perceived decision support quality

H6 preference visibility for all triggers less preference adaptations

H7 preference visibility triggers a decision bias

H8 winning strategy: use group recommendation but not support preference visibility

H9 unconsidered preferences deteriorate perceived usability & decision support quality

Group Recommendation (Hypotheses 1–3). Existing research in the field of rec-
ommender systems [6, 7, 14] points out the potential of group recommendation
technologies to significantly improve the quality of group decision processes. First
we wanted to investigate the potential of group recommendation technologies to
improve the quality of the dimensions usability and decision support in a require-
ments negotiation scenario. With Hypothesis 1 we express the assumption that
recommendation technologies can improve the overall system quality in terms
of usability. Hypothesis 2 expresses the assumption that recommendation tech-
nologies can help to improve the perceived quality of decision support. Second
we wanted to know whether the availability of group recommendations has an
influence on the frequency of applying discussion functionalities (Hypothesis 3 )
– the underlying assumption is that the availability of group recommendations
intensifies discussions between group members. This phenomenon is well known
and exploited by critiquing-based recommenders where the system proposes rec-
ommendations and the user can give feedback in terms of critiques [11]. Studies
in social psychology show that frequent information interchange can improve the
decision quality [16, 17].

Visible User Preferences (Hypotheses 4–7). Existing research in the field of
group-based recommendation points out the advantages of preference trans-
parency in group decision making [6, 7]. In contrast, literature in social psychol-
ogy points out the fact that suboptimal outcomes of group decision processes
are correlated with the visibility of individual preferences of other group mem-
bers [17, 16]. The reason for groups not being able to take optimal decisions
(hidden-profile identification problem) is explained by an insufficient exchange
of decision-relevant information triggered by the initial disclosure of individual
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preferences (focus shift from information interchange to preference comparison).
First we wanted to investigate whether the group-wide visibility of individual
preferences has an influence on the perceived usability and decision support
quality (Hypotheses 4 and 5 ). Second we wanted to figure out whether the
group-wide visibility of individual preferences has an influence on the frequency
of preference adaptation (Hypothesis 6 ). One underlying assumption here is that
persons follow the phenomenon of social proof [15], i.e., are doing or accepting
things that others already did (accepted). The other underlying assumption is
that persons tend to stick with their current decision due to the phenomenon of
consistency [15], i.e., the effect that published personal opinions are changed less
often. Third, a lower frequency of information exchange can lead to a different
decision outcome [16]. With Hypothesis 7 we wanted to investigate whether the
group-wide visibility of preferences can lead to a decision bias (the phenomenon
of social proof [15]).

Winning Strategy (Hypothesis 8). We wanted to provide an answer to the ques-
tion which of the four different IntelliReq versions will be evaluated best
regarding usability and quality of decision support. With Hypothesis 8 we want
to express the assumption that group recommendations improve the system us-
ability as well as the decision support quality. In contrast, making preferences
of other group members visible in the group decision process deteriorates the
system evaluation. Consequently, version 2 (see Table 2) should be evaluated
best.

Distance Matters (Hypothesis 9). Finally, we wanted to provide an answer to the
question whether the distance of a users’s preference to the final group decision
has an impact on the overall system evaluation. With Hypothesis 9 we express
the assumption that users with a low number of considered requirements will
not be satisfied with the system usability and the decision support quality.

Group recommendation heuristics. The majority rule (applied in our em-
pirical study) is a simple but very effective heuristic in group decision making
[18]: each decision is taken conform to the majority of the votes of the team mem-
bers. In addition to the majority rule, there exist a couple of further heuristics
[6] which can be applied when generating recommendations for groups, for ex-
ample, the fairness heuristic which guarantees that none of the group members
will be disadvantaged.1

3.3 Study Results

In order to identify statistically significant differences in the user quality feedback
depending on the used IntelliReq version we conducted a series of two-sample
t-tests. We will now discuss the results of our analysis.

1 Note that due to limited number of subjects (N=293) we were not able to compare
the different recommendation heuristics with regard to the dimensions usability and
quality of decision support. Such comparisons will be in the focus of future work.
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Hypothesis H1 has to be rejected since the usability of IntelliReq versions
with recommendation support is only better on the descriptive level (mean of 7.0
with vs. a mean of 6.42 without recommendation support) compared to versions
without a recommendation support (see Table 4).

Hypothesis H2 can be confirmed since we could detect a significant better
evaluation of the IntelliReq decision support for recommendation-enhanced
versions (p<0.001) compared to versions without a recommendation support.
Table 4 summarizes the results of this evaluation.

Table 4. User feedback on recommendation support (mean, SD=std.dev.)

recommendation usability SD decision support SD

yes 7.0 1.67 7.07 2.03

no 6.42 2.47 5.21 2.96

Hypothesis H3 can be confirmed as well since the number of comments on
individual preferences is significantly higher in versions with provided group
recommendations (p<0.0015) – see Table 5. Thus we can interpret group recom-
mendations as a stimulating element for information interchange among group
members which is a key factor for high-quality group decisions [17, 16].

Table 5. Impact on information exchange frequency (SD=std.dev.)

recommendation #comments (mean) SD

yes 7.96 5.974

no 3.53 2.71

Hypotheses H4 and H5 can not be confirmed since users with no access to the
preferences of other group members did not provide a significantly better rating
for usability and quality of decision support. However, on the descriptive level
the evaluation of versions without preference visibility for all group members is
better compared to versions with preference visibility (see Table 6).

Table 6. User feedback on IntelliReq preference accessibility (mean, SD=std.dev.)

preference access usability SD decision support SD

yes 6.46 2.09 6.16 2.72

no 7.0 2.08 6.25 2.64

Hypothesis H6 can be confirmed since the number of adapted individual pref-
erences is significantly lower in versions with access to the personal preferences
of other group members (p<0.001). This can be explained by the fact that – due
to preferences visible for other users – the current user inclines to be consistent
[15] with his/her original requirements, i.e., the willingness to change articulated
preferences decreases if preferences are accessible for other users [15].
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Table 7. Impact of preference accessibility on user preferences (mean, SD=std.dev.)

preference access distance of indiv. preferences SD

yes 0.28 0.09

no 0.43 0.13

Table 8. Impact of preference visibility and group recommendation on usability and
decision support quality (mean, SD=std.dev.)

version recommendation preference view usability SD decision support quality SD

1 yes yes 6.37 1.84 7.03 2.04

2 yes no 7.62 1.21 7.11 2.06

3 no yes 6.56 2.38 5.13 3.07

4 no no 6.29 2.59 5.29 2.91

Hypothesis H7 can be confirmed since users having access to the preferences
of other group members articulate preferences which are more similar to the fi-
nal group decision (see Table 7). Being confronted with the preferences of other
group members, persons base their decisions on the already known preferences
and do not focus on the exchange of decision-relevant information which is ex-
tremely important for finding optimal decisions [16]. There is a significant biasing
effect due to the visibility of preferences (p<0.001). This effect can be explained
by the phenomenon of social proof [15] which triggers group members to do
things or accept things that other group members are doing (accepting).

Hypothesis H8 can not be confirmed. However, users with recommendation
support and without insight into the preferences of other users (IntelliReq ver-
sion 2 – see Table 2) provided the highest ranking for both, usability and quality
of decision support (see Table 8). Versions with recommendation support out-
perform versions without recommendation support in terms of decision support
quality (see Tables 4 and 8) (p<0.001) and versions with recommendation sup-
port and without a view on the preferences of other users clearly outperform all
other versions in terms of usability (p<0.001) – see Table 8.

Hypothesis H9 can be confirmed since users with preferences having a higher
distance from the final group decision rated the IntelliReq environment signifi-
cantly worse in terms of usability (p<0.05). This result conforms to the win-lose
situations discussed in [12] which typically turn into lose-lose situations. We
could not detect a difference in the quality of decision support (see Table 9).

Table 9. Relationship between the distance of individual preferences to the final deci-
sion and perceived usability and decision support quality (mean, SD=std.dev.)

#answers different from group decision usability SD decision support quality SD

≤ 2 answers 7.05 2.04 6.18 2.72

> 2 answers 6.15 2.08 6.15 2.75
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4 Related Work

Group recommender systems support human decision making by taking into
account factors such as beliefs (knowledge) about the opinion of other group
members, knowledge about individual motivations, and personal preferences.
The major goal of group recommenders [6, 7] is to achieve consensus among the
members of the group – such a consensus is achieved by different heuristics such
majority voting (for each decision preferences with an underlying majority are
selected) or fairness (a fair consideration of the preferences of each stakeholder).

In contrast to the results reported, for example in [7], showing individual pref-
erences to other group members is not always a good choice since this can lead
to a lower perceived usability and decision support quality. This result is consis-
tent with results of empirical studies conducted in the area of social psychology
[17] where the outcome of group decisions significantly deteriorated when group
members knew about the preferences of other group members. Psychological
studies on the role of individual preferences in group decision making clearly
show biasing effects in terms of significantly different outcomes of the decision
process depending on whether preferences of other group members are known or
not (see, e.g., [17]). This phenomenon can be explained by the fact that group
members predominantly base their decisions on preferences known beforehand
and not on the information generated in the decision process. As a consequence,
optimal decisions (solutions) can only be identified if group members are not(!)
confronted with individual preferences before starting a decision process. The
failure of groups to identify acceptable or optimal decisions (so-called hidden-
profile identification problem) can be explained by the insufficient discussion
of unshared information (triggered, for example, by the articulation of initial
preferences) and the resulting premature consensus of a group on an alternative
which is not optimal [16].

Typical functionalities of group support systems in the requirements engineer-
ing context are brainstorming, idea organization, voting mechanisms, discussion
forums, and shared drawing [12]. Group support systems can help to signifi-
cantly reduce requirements engineering efforts and achieve higher-quality results
[12]. Compared to integrated group support environments (see, e.g., [12]), In-
telliReq focuses on the specific aspect of group recommendation. For existing
requirements engineering environments (see, e.g., [12]), the concepts presented in
this paper can contribute to achieve more effective decision processes. Note that
IntelliReq technologies can be applied in the context of different negotiation
constellations [19] such as sales meetings, application requirements definition, re-
active product line scoping, and release planning. Finally, we want to emphasize
that models of human decision making on the basis of rational thinking [8] are
not applicable in requirements engineering scenarios since preferences of stake-
holders are not stable, i.e., change over time. Existing requirements engineering
environments neglect this important aspect [4]. The group decision technologies
presented in this paper are based on incremental preference elicitation [10] which
provides a solid basis for handling unstable preferences [11].
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The application of recommendation technologies in the context of require-
ments engineering is a constantly evolving research field [4, 5]. The current
research focus is on the application of machine learning approaches to the gen-
eration of coherent sets of requirements [5]. An example for the application of
these technologies are users of open source CRM environments who perform
badly when having to identify the appropriate discussion forum for a certain
feature request. Another application of clustering techniques is introduced in
[20] where an intelligent requirement grouping mechanism is applied to support
the construction of feature models. As far as we know there do not exist any
applications of group recommendation technologies in the context of require-
ments negotiation. We see the results presented in this paper as a first step
to improve the overall decision quality in different phases of the requirements
engineering process (e.g., evaluation, negotiation, and planning). For a compre-
hensive overview of potential application areas of recommendation technologies
in requirements engineering we refer the reader to [21].

5 Conclusions

In this paper we introduced the IntelliReq decision support environment which
is used at the Graz University of Technology for supporting group decision pro-
cesses in small-sized software projects (6–8 team members). Each group in the
empirical study interacted with exactly one version of IntelliReq – the four
versions provided differed in terms of the availability of recommendation support
(yes/no) and the possibility to take a look at the preferences of other users (pos-
sible/not possible). The major results of this experiment were that group recom-
mendation can improve the perceived usability (in specific cases) and quality of
decision support. It is not recommended to disclose the preferences of individual
group members at the beginning of a decision process since the knowledge of
the preferences of other group members can lead to an insufficient exchange of
decision-relevant information. The results of our study clearly indicate that deep
knowledge about human decision making can help to improve the overall qual-
ity of decision support environments. The investigation of further psychological
issues is within the scope of our future research.
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